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The system of trustee in bankruptcy procedure is newly-established by the 
revised amendment of bankruptcy law, which purpose is to adapt to international 
common rules. Playing an essential role, the trustee in bankruptcy directly influences 
the aim of bankruptcy and interests of both the insolvent enterprise and all creditors. 
In consider of the deficiencies of the original bankruptcy law, the revised amendment 
is thought to put fullplay into the hearing of bankruptcy cases. 
The bankruptcy law of People’s Republic of China and its concomitant judicial 
interpretations has made comparative regulations and definitions on the ordination 
and qualifications of trustee by stipulating the mode of choosing by the court in 
principle and choosing at random in some special cases. However, the defects in 
current laws make it necessary to perfect the system of trustee in bankruptcy by 
establishing systematical examination and nomination institutes, which can well raise 
the threshold for access of trustee and cultivate professional talented person. 
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